Assignment 1115
This assignment hopes to give you some exercise on direct manipulation programming, plus revisit some code from past classes.

Not for Submission
Read Chapter 6 from Shneiderman/Plaisant (yes, in case you’re keeping score, we jumped to Chapter 7 first, then moved back to Chapter 6).

For Submission
Design and implement a direct manipulation Swing user interface for a program that was written in a previous class (185, 186, 281, etc.). Use the interaction design metrics, guidelines, principles, and theories discussed in class so far to inform the design decisions that you make for the application.

Most likely, your original program was written in the command line interaction style. While adapting your code to a direct manipulation interaction style, use the MVC pattern to keep your original logic as intact as possible.

You may use other interaction styles (menus, maybe even commands if applicable) as part of your overall user interface, but make sure that the primary elements use direct manipulation.

Design Report
In addition to your code, turn in a short “design report” that discusses the decisions that you made in creating the direct manipulation user interface. Include at least the following sections:

• A description of the original program — what it did, and how the user interacted with it
• A description of your user interface design, stating the guidelines, principles, and theories that influenced your design decisions.
• A description of what changes you made to your original code, both functionally and structurally, in order to adapt it to its new user interface.

How to Turn it In
• Commit the program to CVS under /homework/cmsi370/directmanipulation. As usual, include a build file (Ant or Maven).
• Submit your design report on hardcopy and commit its electronic version under /homework/cmsi370/directmanipulation/doc.

Extra Credit
You will get extra credit if you build two distinct user interfaces on top of the same model/business logic code base (and by “the same,” I mean the same — the exact source files, not a “tweaked” copy). This shows that you have cleanly separated the domain objects and business logic of the program from its presentation and interaction elements.